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Activities and tours

Club Fanø, Kirkevejen 13, Rindby, 4241 2565			
Fanø Bad Minigolf, Golfvejen 1, Fanø Bad, 7666 0077			
Fanø Fodboldgolf. Postvejen 7b, Rindby. 2330 0554			
Fanø Rundridning, Midtbjergevej 14, Nordby. 6065 2221		
Pirat Minigolf, Kirkevejen 3-5, Rindby, 7516 3680			
Rødgaard Camping Legeland, Kirkevejen 13, Rindby, 7516 3311		
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Fanø Apotek, Hovedgaden 64, Nordby, 75 16 20 23			

Architect / Design Office
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Fan. Autoværksted, Strandvejen 4, Nordby, 7516 3520		
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Auto Repair Shop
Bank

Fanø Sparekasse, Tinghustorv 51, 7516 2566			

B&B

Beta Huset, Ved Skibsværftet 2, 2192 3036			
Villa Quisisana, Strandvejen 62, Fanø Bad, 7516 2700

Bakery

Super Brugsen, Hovedgaden 77, Nordby, 7516 2009			
SPAR Supermarked, Strandvejen 27, Nordby 7516 3120		
Rindby Supermaked, Kirkevejen 32, Rindby, 7516 3546		

Clothing

Kollektionshuset, Hovedgaden 61, Nordby, 7516 2207		
Kunstladen, Postvejen 29, Rindby, 7516 3504			
No 66, Hovedgaden 66, Nordby, : 2143 6177			
Nyform, Strandvejen 56, Fanø Bad, 7516 3484
		
Rikke Sandford, Hovedgaden 58B, Nordby, 2547 8766 		
Silken, Landevejen 15, Sønderho. 2127 9256			
Uldsnedkeren, Digevej 7, Sønderho, 7516 4131			
Westwind. Hovedgaden 88, Nordby. 7694 0966			

Public Libraries

Nordby Bibliotek, Midtbjergevej 2, Nordby, 7666 0511		
Sønderho Bibliotek, Landevejen 41, Sønderho, 7516 4036		
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Flower shop

Fanø Blomster, Hovedgaden 75, Nordby, 7516 2656
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Fanø Boghandel, Hovedgaden 58, Nordby, 7516 2184			
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Bookshop / Post Office

Applied arts I Gift items

Club Fanø, Kirkevejen 13, Rindby, 4241 2565			
Den Lille Rav Butik, Hovegaden 39, Nordby		
Fanø Fliser, Vigensvej 14, Nordby, 7516 3428
		
Fanø Gravering, Nordby, 2617 7575				
Fanø Keramik, Hovedgaden 25b, Nordby, 6179 1428			
Fanø Lys, Strandvejen 59, Fanø Bad, mob. 2136 1006			
Kunstladen, Postvejen 29, Rindby, 7516 3504			
Ravsmeden, Landevejen 40, Sønderho, 2165 4870
		
Toves Gavebod, Hovedgaden 41, 7516 2462		

Building Supplies

Bygma, Strandvejen 10B, Nordby, 7516 3700			
Fanø Træ, Sønden Bavnen 18, 7516 2182				

Camping

Feldberg Familie Camping, Kirkevejen 3-5, Rindby, 7516 3680 		
Feldberg Strand Camping, Kirkevejen 39, Rindby, 7516 2490
Rødgaard Camping, Kirkevejen 13, Rindby, 7516 3311

Bikeshop and rental

Fanø Cykler, Kirkevejen 67, Rindby				
Fri Bikeshop, Mellemgaden 12, Nordby, 7516 2460
		

Veterinary

BLM dyrlæg, Hæsset 1, Rindby					
Fanø Dyreklinik. Hovedgaden 126, Nordby. 2924 7663		

Real State

EDC-Fanø, Strandvejen 10a, Nordby, 7666 0102		
Nybolig, Hovedgaden 54, Nordby, 7516 1011			

Contractor

Frits Brinch & Sønner ApS, S.nder Nytoft 11, Nordby, 2926 5676

Events / Music / Culture

Realen, Niels Engersvej 5, Nordby, 4012 8912		
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Summer House Rental

Admiral Strand, Hovedgaden 105, Nordby, 7516 4400
Danibo Sommerhusudlejning, Langelinie 9, Nordby
		
Sol & Strand Feriehusudlejning, Postvejen 16, Nordby, 7516 2600
Novasol - Dansommer, Vestertoft 2 A, Rindby, 3914 3034

Hairdresser

Salon Gabi, Bavnebjergvej 4, Nordby. 75165 1660			

Associations

Sønderho Borgerforening, Sønderho, www.sonderho.dk

Inns and Hotels

Fanø Night & Stay, Vangled 32, Nordby, 2212 1218			
Kellers Badehotel, Strandvejen 48, Fan. Bad, 7516 3088
Nørby Kro, Strandvejen 12, Nordby, 7516 3589
		
Sønderho Kro, Kropladsen 11, S.nderho, 7516 4009
		

Handyman

Steine, 4073 6050						

Museum

Tirpitz, Tirpitzvej 1, 686 Blåvand. 7522 0877			

Pub

Hjørnekroen, Hovedgaden 14, Nordby, 7516 2262
		
Kabyssen, Kirkevejen 37, Rindby, 7516 1533			

Restaurants, cafés etc.

Cafe Nord, Færgevej 1, Nordby, 5212 4804			
Fajancen, Sønderland 5, Sønderho, 7516 4172			
Fanø Ice Cream, Hovedgaden 73, Nordby, 6168 4078			
Is Cream Café, Sønderland 5, Sønderho		
		
Kellers Spisehus, Strandvejen 48, Fanø Bad, 7516 3088		
Nørby Kro, Strandvejen 12, Nordby, 7516 3589			
Pandekagehuset, Lindevej 2, Nordby, 5171 6717			
Restaurant Axel, Kirkevejen 13, Rindby, 4024 3011			
Restaurant Dino, Strandvejen 8, Nordby, 7516 6464			
Rindby Grill & Is, Kirkevejen 32, Rindby, 7516 3546			
Sønderho Kro, Kropladsen 11, S.nderho, 7516 4009 		
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Waste Management

Nordby Renovation & Slamsugning, Niels Sørensensvej 12, 4026 2337

Butcher

Slagter Christiansen, Hovedgaden 17, Nordby, 7516 2067 		

Shopping Center

BROEN Shopping, Exnersgade 18, 6700 Esbjerg			

Special Products / Food Items

Fanø Skibsrom, www.skibsrum.dk				
Fanø Lynghonning, Hovedgaden 114, Nordby. 7516 2248		

Supermarkets

DagliBrugsen, Landevejen 42, Sønderho, 7516 4018 		
Rindby Supermarked, Kirkevejen 32, Rindby, 7516 3546		
Spar, Strandvejen 27, Nordby, 7516 3120				
SuperBrugsen, Hovedgaden 87, Nordby, 7516 2009			

Taxi

Fanø Taxa, 8844 3399					

Printshop - Graphic Production

Casa Grafika, Kikkebjergvej 6, Nordby, 2146 4656			

TV Service

Michaels Antenne Service, Nordby, 2011 6325			

Carpenters

Fanø Tømrer & Snedker, Vangled 71, Nordby. 2620 2953		
Flex-Byg, Lodsvej 41, Nordby, 2148 6989				

Newspaper

Fanø Ugeblad, Willemosevej 7, Nordby , 7516 2053

Wedding Service / Mariage License

Wedding Island, Galeasevej 2, Nordby, 2077 7333

Plumber
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s. 63

		

s. 41

Deres Blikkenslager, Sønder Nytoft 8A, Nordby, 7512 5011

s. 63
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fanø tourist office

Fanø offers many both big and small experiences. The huge sandy beach is perhaps the biggest
attraction of the island, but there are also a lot of
interesting places to explore in the nature behind
the dunes and in the 2 villages of Nordby and
Sønderho.
Seek inspiration and advice at Fanø Tourist
Office. The staff is ready to help you with information about accommodation, attractions, and
the many events and festivals that take place
all year round. At the Tourist Office, you can find
brochures and other material about Fanø and
buy tickets for a long list of guided tours. You
can also find information about possibilities for
excursions on the mainland.
In the event calendar ‘What’s on on Fanø’, you
will find a summary of current activities and
events. It is published once a month and contains
information about tours, exhibitions, concerts,
and much more.
On the website www.visitfanoe.dk you can find
the event calendar, buy tickets for tours and
outings and access a long list of information
about Fanø.
In three different locations on the island, current
events are displayed on digital screens: At Fanø

Tourist Office, at the Info Centre by the harbour
on Færgevej 1, and in Rindby Supermarket on
Kirkevejen 32.
The Tourist Office is located with the Town Hall
offices in the centre of Nordby, in an old building
that was once the town’s primary school.
Fanø Tourist Office
Skolevej 5-7, Nordby
6720 Fanø
Tlf +45 70 26 42 00
Mail: fanoe@businessesbjerg.com
Opening hours, July and August:
Monday-Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday-Sunday, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Opening hours, September – June:
Monday-Friday, 10 a.m. to 12 noon, and again
from 1 to 4 p.m.
Opening hours on Fanø:
The normal opening hours for shops on Fanø are
Monday to Friday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturday
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Supermarkets are normally
open all weekdays 8 a.m. to 6 or 7 p.m. Opening
hours do vary depending on type of shop. There
are also seasonal variations. Opening hours are
typically longer in July and August.
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Mio Mondo

NY FORM & MIO MONDO, FANØ

Strandvejen 56, 6720 Fanø, TLF.: 75 16 34 84

WWW.NY-FORM.COM
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SAVE POWER,

turn off the lights and enjoy the sky.

Every year, millions of migratory birds
land on Fanø to eat and rest. Many birds
breed on the beach, in the dunes and on
the moors. Enjoy THE BIRDS
at a distance. Drive your car away from
the flocks and make sure your dog does
not disturb the birds.

COMMUNITY.

WASTE

with you, sort it
and drop it off
at one of the
island’s waste
stations.

and take in all the
impressions. Avoid
leaving your engine
running. Better still,
leave it at your holiday
cottage or in a car
park in Esbjerg. Try
cycling or walking
instead. That’s the
best way to discover
Fanø, and helps
reduce CO2 emissions.

ANIMALS

to be
wild and enjoy looking at
them at a distance. Give
them space for resting,
eating and mating.

Buy local produce and arts and crafts. Eat out.
Restaurants, cafés and takeaways waste less food
and mean more holiday. Visit our museums, enjoy the
local activities and use the island’s guides. They’ll
tell you the best stories and make your experiences
more fun. Attend our festivals, concerts and events.
They all contribute to our vibrant

Take

WIND
DOWN

Fanø abounds in seals, roe
deer, foxes and rabbits.
We also have several
endangered species. Leave
the baby seals alone and let
them lie on the shoreline.
Foxes and roe deer must
find their food in nature.
Allow the wild

Fanø’s stunning nature and wide beaches are
perfect for anyone. As a visitor, you can discover
and ENJOY THE NATURE
FREELY throughout the island. Read the
signs and get to know the current rules out of
respect for the nature. Help us, in particular, to
protect the stunning dunes, which are
vulnerable to erosion.

LOCAL

Our waters are
wonderful for swimming,
the tides are fascinating
and our drinking water
tastes great. Watch out
for waves and currents.
Be aware of tides. Drink

WATER

from the tap. Forget
plastic bottles. Miss out
a shower and a clothes
wash.
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WELCOME
TO FABULOUS

FANØ

Here you’ll discover a vibrant
local community, fascinating cultural
heritage and world-class nature.
3500 live all year round on Fanø. We
are determined that all of the island’s
special qualities will still be intact the
next time you visit us.

Welcome and thank you!

Sofie Valbjørn
Mayor

Green transition and sustainability are key concepts
everywhere in the Municipality of Fanø, and are top
priority when it comes to developing the island. We work
in accordance with the UN’s Sustainable Development
Goals as a natural part of our everyday life.
www.fanoe.dk

KIRK & KLØGT

Enjoy your holiday, discover the island
and help us by looking after it.
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fanø

Fanø started to develop into an island approximately 8000 years ago. Before then, the stretch
from Blåvandshuk to Sild was probably one coast
line. The lower heathlands were flooded by the
sea, forming the large sand barriers which in turn
developed the protective island group known as
Fanø, Mandø and Rømø. Because of this protection,
the Wadden Sea transformed into the landscape
we know today. Tides, storm surges and wind has
since caused Fanø to grow towards the West.

population is
increasing and we are
closing in on having 3500 inhabitants.
New homes are continuously being built in the
new residential areas west and north of Nordby.

It is not precisely known when people first settled on Fanø although the first records are from
1231. From then until 1741 Fanø was the property
of the Danish king.

Fanø Municipality

Today the island measures about 60km2. Despite
is modest size, Fanø is an independent municipality. In 2005, an election was held to decide if
Fanø should join the new, larger Esbjerg Municipality. 65% of the inhabitants on Fanø voted for
the island to remain independent. Today, Fanø is
the second smallest municipality in Denmark.
Many small islands and rural districts are
struggling with fewer workplaces and a decrease
in population. This is not the case on Fanø. Our

A significant reason for the increasing population
is the proximity to Esbjerg. With only a twelve-minute ferry ride, it is easy to live on Fanø and work in
Esbjerg. More than 600 people commute to.
Fanø is run by a municipal council consisting of
11 persons who are elected every four years. The
next municipal elections will take place on November 17, 2017. The municipal council appoints
a mayor among its members. The current mayor
is Erik Nørreby who will have been mayor for 12
years in 2017.

The school on Fanø

Fanø Skole, the school on Fanø, is located in
Nordby. Most of the children on the island
attend school here, from kindergarten class
and up to the 9th or 10th grade. The school was
completely renovated in 2011 and is today one of
the most modern public schools in Denmark. In
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connection to the school, there is also a public
and school library and an after-school club. In
very close proximity to the school, you also have
the island’s indoor and outdoor sports facilities.
Further schooling like high school or vocational
education takes place in Esbjerg.

Healthcare

Fanø has a large health centre which is situated in
an old building that used to house the navigational
training centre. Besides housing Fanø Municipality’s own healthcare personnel, located here is
a private medical practice and a private dialysis
centre for kidney patients. The nearest hospital
is located in Esbjerg. An ambulance is stationed
on the island, and an agreement has been made
with the ferry to have people on call to complete
emergency transports 24 hours a day. This means
that the ferry can sail right away, should there be
a need for an emergency transport.

Libraries

There are two libraries on the island, one in
Nordby and one in Sønderho. They are both subdivisions of Esbjerg Bibliotik, the library in Esbjerg.
The libraries have books, movies, games and free
access to computers. It is also possible to visit the
libraries as a visitor. Both libraries are open from
morning till evening all days of the week. Most of
the time, the libraries are self-serviced.
Nordby Bibliotek, Stadionvej 17, Nordby
Nordby Bibliotek (Nordby Library), Stadionvej 17,
Nordby
Monday – Thursday 8 am – 9.45 pm
Friday – Sunday: 8 am – 8 pm
Personal service:
Monday 10 am – 2 pm
Tuesday 12 am – 6 pm
Thursday 12 am – 4 pm
Friday 10 am – 4 pm
Sønderho Bibliotek (Sønderho Library)
Landevejen 41, Sønderho
Monday – Sunday 8 am – 9.45 pm
Personal service: Wednesday 2 pm – 4 pm
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nordby
Fanø´s capital
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The ferry to Fanø travels from Esbjerg to Nordby.
From the ferry, you will already get the first impression of the island and Nordby. A small, cosy
town characterised by the many lovely houses
from the 19th century and surrounded by beautiful nature. The closeness to nature is already
felt at the harbour. From the promenade, one can
sit and enjoy the many wading birds. Moreover,
seals often lie on the small sandbank only 50
metres from the harbour.
In comparison with old photographs, you can see
that many of the small streets and paths have not
changed significantly for centuries. You shouldn’t
let yourself miss out on the great experience it
is to walk about in the small crooked streets in
Nordby.
Nordby is also a modern and active little town.
With its 2,800 inhabitants, Nordby is the commercial and administrative centre on Fanø. Town
Hall, the Health Centre, the Public Library, the
Sports Centre, the Tourist Office and other institutions are located here.

Fanø Shipping & Costume Collection

The museum displays the history of Fanø,
which for centuries has created various living
conditions for the inhabitants and has a special
maritime culture. The exhibition displays ship
paintings and model ships, all in a 1:48 scale,
from a small Evert to the big full-rigged ships.
On the 1st floor, there is an exhibition that shows
the life of the women of Fanø and the characteristic, traditional Fanø clothing – from clothes
of the children, to the fine festive silk gown with
broideries and silver or amber buttons.
Opening hours::
2020 season:
6th April - 26th June: Monday to Friday 10.30 am
– 3.30 pm, and Saturday 10 am – 2 pm
29th June - 28th August: Monday to Friday 10.30
am – 5 pm and Saturday 10 am – 2 pm
31st August - 30th October: Monday to Friday

10.30 am – 3.30 pm and Saturday 10 am – 2 pm
Fall holiday, week 42: 12th October - 16th October
11 am – 5 pm and Saturday 10 am – 2 pm
Sundays closed
Riggerloftet is open Thursdays 12 am – 4 pm if
the sailor is home. Look for the lifebuoy.
Entrance fee:
25 DKK for adults and 5 DKK for children

Fanø Museum

This is outwardly a modest building which was
constructed in 1801. The museum has gone
through extensive renovation and reopened in
2018. Inside it houses a comprehensive collection of furniture, utensils, tools and many other
things that give you an impression of how people
lived circa 150-200 years ago. In addition to the
domestic pieces.
Opening hours:
5th April – 12th April 11.00 am – 3 pm
8th May - 16th October 11 am – 3 pm
Saturdays: Closed. Entrance fee: 30 DKK for
adults. Children free entrance.

Nordby Church

This is a stately and highly distinctive church in
the so-called ‘assembly hall’ style, with a beautiful and simple interior, consisting of one large
room that seats 700. The altar and pulpit, both
from 1622, are placed at the long, south wall. The
baptismal font – a metallic ore font – probably
dates from the last half of the 15th century. The
church has a Marcussen organ from 1845, as
well as several beautiful votive ships, and was
restored in 1971-72 to its original 1786 appearance.

Walking paths in Nordby

Gå på opdagelse på stierne i Nordby med introduktion til byens historie. Pjecen rummer tekst,
kort og billeder, der beskriver og viser stiforløb,
og de oplevelser en vandring i byen tilbyder.
Pjecen koster 5,- kr. Køb den på Fanø Turistbureau.
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ÅBEN
ALLE UGENS
DAGE
Hovedgaden 88 • Nordby • Fanø • Tlf. 76 94 09 66 • www.west-wind.dk
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Tlf. +45 7516 4009 • www.sonderhokro.dk

Pandekagehuset

Like us

Søde og sunde Pandekager / Leckere süße und gesunde Crepés / Delicious sweet and healthy Pancakes

Lindevej 2 • 6720 Fanø
Tlf. +45 5171 6717 • pandekagehusetfanoe@gmail.com
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sønderho

Denmark’s most beautiful village
A visit to Sønderho is a must when you visit Fanø.
It is not without reason it has won the award as
Denmark’s most beautiful village. As you walk in
the small streets, with the pretty old homes, you
feel as if you have travelled back in time. Park
the car at the church and spend a couple of hours
walking in the small crooked streets, visit the
Art Museum, Nana’s Stue – a café that has a lovely
collection of old Fanø tiles, Hannes Hus, Sønderho
Mill and Sønderho Church. The many old, well
preserved buildings mainly stem from the 18th and
19th centuries, when Sønderho was the dominant
shipping town of the Jutlandic west coast.
The harbour and shipyard area was situated in
a small sheltered bay in the north-eastern end
of Sønderho. The changing currents eventually
made the harbour fill with sand, and today, it is
an area of meadows. From summer 2020 it is yet
again possible to sail in Sønderho harbour because the last few years have been spent digging
out the natural canal.

Fanø Art Museum, Nordland 5

The museum offers both a permanent exhibition
of painters who are connected to Fanø, and also
different temporary exhibitions. Read more about
the artists on Fanø on page 28.
Opening hours:
4th April - 18th October:
Tuesday to Sunday 1 pm – 5 pm
Mondays closed.
Entrance fee: Adults 50 DKK
16-18 year olds and students: 20 DKK
Children up to and including 15 years old: Free

Sønderho Windmill, Vesterland 44

Villagers were once obliged to use the Crown’s
mill in Ribe, on the mainland, but in 1701 the
vicar eventually got permission to build one here.
There have been several mills – the previous
one burned down in 1894. The present mill was

erected the following year and was in use until
1923. After this, it fell into disrepair, but has since
been renovated. Today it functions as a museum.
In 1928, a group of villagers and visitors who were
interested in preserving the mill founded a trust
(Fonden gamle Sønderho) and bought the mill.
Opening hours
4th April - 1st November: All days
Entrance free:
The museum is unmann

Hanne’s House, Østerland 7

Hannes House faithfully maintains the old
atmosphere in this 17th century captain’s home.
Hanne, a captain’s widow, and her daughter Karen, lived on in this house until 1965 when it was
acquired by the village Trust. Inside are the original furnishings, stove, pictures, sheep stable and
souvenirs from the captain’s travels. Hannes Hus
is a unique museum where one can experience a
genuine Fanø sailor’s family home.
Opening hours:
16th May: 2 pm -4 pm, then Wednesdays and
Saturdays in May and June 1 pm – 4 pm
July, August and September: Tuesdays-Sunday 1
pm – 4 pm
15th October: 1 pm – 4 pm

Sønderho Fire House Museum, Nordland 12

”Sprøjtehuset” is one of Denmark’s oldest and
best conserved fire houses. Since 1868 the old
fire fighting waggon has stayed here, and over
the years Jørgen von Hahn has collected items,
records and more, which provides visitors with
a vivid impression of how fire fighting used to be
done. The fire fighting waggon is from 1895 and is
originally from Shackenborg. The type is the same
which was originally used in Sønderho in 1868.
Opening hours:
4th April - 1st November: All days
Entrance free:
The museum is unmanned.
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The Old Rescue Station, Sønderho Strandvej

Sønderho Church

The Tiles Collection

Walking Paths in Sønderho

This building is fully equipped with a life-boat and
life saving equipment. The boat is still standing on
the waggon, which used to be drawn to the shore
of the beach by 6 horses. You can see the equipment that was used from shore to help unfortunate
people in the water. You will also find photographies, descriptions and a record of the life savers.
Opening hours:
4th April - 1st November: All days
Entrance fee: The museum is unmanned.
At the restaurant, Nanas Stue, you can see a large
exhibit of Dutch wall tiles, also known as Fanø
tiles. The tiles were brought home by the sailors
in the 19th century and used as both decoration
and to reflect the heat from the houses’ ovens.

The close connection this church had with the
maritime era has left an indelible mark on the
building which has more votive ships than any
other church in Denmark – 15 in all. The Baroque
altar dates from 1717, and the pulpit is from 1661.
The gallery with original decoration dates from
1782. This is an assembly hall church which originally seated 800 people. The unique arrangement of the pews and the position of the pulpit
makes the church a building well worth visiting.
Explore the paths of Sønderho with an introduction to the maritime village Sønderho. The
brochure contains text, maps and photos that describe the paths and experiences offered by such
a walk about town. The brochure costs 5 DKK and
can be purchased at Fanø Tourist Office.
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the beach

and the seaside villages

Fanø Bad and Rindby Strand are typically some
of the first impressions that visitors to Fanø get.
In these places, most of the island’s approximately 3.000 holiday homes and 5 of the islands
7 camping sites are located. The camping sites
are centred in Rindby Strand whereas the holiday
apartment complexes are found in Fanø Bad.
12 km of Sandy Beach
The part of the beach situated between Fanø Bad
and Rindby Strand is the most popular part for
those visitors who like to swim in the ocean. The
beach is a dynamic piece of nature, constantly
changing. Contrary to many other places on the
West Coast, the beaches on Fanø are getting ever
wider. The currents of the sea bring sand with
them, which is then deposited by Fanø, Mandø
and Rømø. The 3 islands are sheltered by Horns
Rev, located north of Blåvands Huk.
At Fanø Bad, the beach is now more than 700
metres wide. The farther south you go, the narrower the beach gets. The beach by Fanø Bad and
Rindby is now so wide that new rows of dunes
are forming in the middle of it. In the Fanø Bad
stretch, the area between the new and the old
dune row is transforming into salt meadow as the
sand gradually becomes muddy soil. West of the
new row of dunes, we thus have the ‘new’ North
Sea beach with fine white sand.
It is permitted to drive on the beach between
Fanø Bad and Sønderho. The speed limit is
30 km/h. The beaches at Fanø Bad and Rindby Strand are the most popular beaches for
swimming. Farther south, you have the so-called
‘Buggy beach’ where surfing and Blokart racing
is permitted.

Fanø Bad and Rindby Strand
Fanø Bad and Rindby Strand both have
small central areas with shops,
cafés, and restaurants
that all bring life to the
area. In recent years,
Fanø Bad has re-blossomed. Its town centre
has been renovated
and a new plaza
was built.

The new shops and cafés here create activity
all year round.
At Fanø Bad lies the oldest golf course. The golf
course is Denmark’s only real links golf course.
In close proximity to the golf course, you will also
find a minigolf course and a tennis court. On the
beach, there are courts established for beach
volleyball and beach football.
In Rindby Strand there are two minigolf courses,
a football golf course and an indoor playground
in connection to the campsites. The old Rindby
lies east of the holiday home area. Originally, a
few farms were located here, but today there is
a village hall, a restaurant and large shop that
sells crafts.
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homemade ice cream

Ferielejligheder for 2 i
4
col

Villa Quisisana

og sommerhus i 1. klitrække direkte til
stranden ved Fanø Bad og Rindby Strand
udlejes privat.

A128 i Feriecenter Vesterhavet
Udsigt over strand og hav fra 600,- kr. pr. nat

Hovedgaden 73 • +45 6168 4078

www.feriefanoe.dk

Mail: holten@ feriefanoe.dk
Tlf: 7516 2700

Cykeludlejning
stay in the Bethahouse and hold your family party,
your Wedding or course in these Beautiful frames
Book the whole Betahouse for, a weekend or a week, directly at
www.betahuset.dk
• Approved for stays and accommodation for 50 people
• 9 rooms with 20 beds and 10 folding mattresses.
• Tables and chairs and service for up to 50 people.
• Freezer, large refrigeration capacity, industrial dishwasher, 2 ovens, etc.
• Wi-Fi, TV, Bluetooth, speakers, projector and music system.
• 50m from the main street and 50m from the Wadden Sea.
• 5 minutes walk from the ferry port of Nordby
Betahuset is from 1879 and restored in 2017. View of the sea from the
large windows and from the large wooden terrace.

Fanø

Cykeludlejning
Fahrradverleih / Bicycle rental
Serviceværksted
Servicezentrum / Service center
Showroom med nye cykler
Showrrom mit neuen Rädern/
Showroom with new bikes

Ved skibsværftet 2, 6720 fanø • mail@betahuset.dk
tlf. 0045 2195 3036 • www.Betahuset.dk

tlf. 7516 2460
Mellemgaden 12 • 6720 Fanø
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fanø north sea bath

It was in the 1880s that the initial ideas of creating Denmark’s first spa emerged. Spa tourism in
other parts of Europe had become a great success, which made Denmark’s Tourist Association
scout for a place to build our own luxurious spa.
The choice fell on Fanø Bad, partly because of
the beach and the nature, partly because it was
possible to buy both land, beach and beach front
here.

In 1892 the spa hotel, ‘Kurhotellet’, was opened,
and also a number of large private holiday homes
were built. The next year, the hotels ‘Kongen af ↓

Danmark’ and ‘Strandhotellet’ were built along
with other facilities which were meant to cater to
affluent guests.
The fact that the whole area was owned made it
possible for the owners of ‘Fanø Vesterhavsbad’
to have full control over what and where buildings were erected, making a harmonious overall
impression.Futher, owning the beach made it
possible for them to charge money for swimming, and owners of the private holiday homes
had to pay a fee to ‘Fanø Vesterhavsbad’ A/S to
gain access to the beach and other facilities.
‘Fanø Vesterhavsbad’ had its most success in
the years between 1st and 2nd World War. The
spa, the fresh air and swimming in the sea was
supplemented by other activities, which made
it nationally and internationally known. As early
as 1901 the first golf course of Denmark was
established in the dunes just north of the hotels.

The course, ‘Fanø Golf Links’, remains the only
real links golf course in Denmark. A link course
is defined by being located near the coast, the
course being on sandy soil without trees, all
while keeping the natural dunes conserved as
much as possible.
Between 1919 and 1924 international motor races
took place directly on the beach. However, a tragic death during a race and an attempt to reach a
new world record, put an end to races in 1924. ↓

The 2nd World War ended tourism and ‘Fanø
Vesterhavsbad’. The beach became littered with
mines, bunkers were erected in the dunes and
the hotels were used to house German soldiers.
When the war ended, the whole area was in a
poor state. Despite attempts to renovate and
revive it as a holiday spot, it never reached its
former popularity. The state of tourism changed,
and the much improved opportunities for getting
around the world by train and plane was too big
a competition for the hotels. They fell into even
worse states, and so in the 1970s they were all
torn down and replaced by the holiday apartment
complexes that characterise Fanø Bad today.
Only few remains from the luxurious days are
left. The original ‘Kellers Konditori’ is still standing, and today it is known as ‘Kellers Badehotel
og Spisehus’. Some of the large holiday homes
can still be seen, and the golf course is doing
well; today it is the main attraction of Fanø Bad.
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Find retailers at www.shipsrum.com

In the 18th century, rum became
an important part of the provisions on board a seagoing ship,
so that the sailors could better
withstand harsh conditions. To
make the rum drinkable, they added molasses syrup and various
local spices. The rum was stored
on board in barrels, which added
flavour and a golden colour.
Fanø Shipsrum is based on a rum
distilled in Jamaica, spiced with
local ingredients and matured
on Fanø Island in seasoned oak
barrels which previously contained port. Fanø Shipsrum has won
silver and bronze at the prestigious International Wine and Spirit
Competition (IWSC) 2019 for the
variants The Merman and The
Mermaid.

Silver medal
IWSC 2019

www.kunsladen.dk
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• Tøj
• Håndarbejde
• Gaveartikler
• Tasker og smykker
• Brugskunst

Niels Engersvej 5 a
6720 Fanø
+45 4012 8912

Postvejen 29 • Rindby - 6720 Fanø • tlf. 7516 3504

FREE
FERRY

Holiday home with free
cleaning inclusive
Hovedgaden 105
6720

Fanø

Tlf. +45 7516 4400

info@admiralstrand.com

www.realen.dk
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FANØ BAD MINIGOLF
Now with two golf courses

Come and play on the traditional minigolf course and on the
new Adventure Minigolf course. It is designed as the famous
Scottish golf holes and you can play by the golf rules.
Minigolf and tennis are hired out from the café“Pelargoniehuset”,
where you can also enjoy cold and hot beverages, light meals
– or sweets.
You will find us close to the golf course and the tennis court:
Golfvejen 1, Fanø Bad. Phone: +45 4043 3850.

www.visitfanoe.dk / www.fanoe-golf-links.dk
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national park wadden sea
- world class nature
Fanø is located in the middle of Nationalpark
Vadehavet, which is the largest national park in
Denmark with its 1459 km2.
The Danish part of the Wadden Sea stretches
about 100 kilometre from Blåvandshuk in the
north to the German border in the south. The
Wadden Sea, however, continues through the
German and Dutch coast line, and ends in Den
Helder in the Netherlands. All together, the
coastal landscape is about 500 kilometres long.
About 80 percent of Nationalpark Vadehavet is
made up of sea. The land areas take up about
300 km2 and include Fanø, the neighbours Rømø,
Mandø and Langli, as well as the Marbæk area
north of Esbjerg, the peninsula Skallingen, some
river valleys and a number of marsh areas.
Ribemarsken and Tøndermarsken are among
the largest marshes. As such, Nationalpark
Vadehavet contains some characteristic types
of landscape: mudflats, salt meadows, beaches,
dune landscapes, heaths, tidal canals and marsh.
The Wadden Sea is especially known for the dried
up sea floor. These mudflats, or tidal flats, are
revealed during ebb, and the Danish word for
this, ‘vaden’, has given the natural area its Danish
name, Vadehavet.
The tidal flows are the big drivers of the Wadden Sea. The difference between ebb and flow
is on average 1.5 metres. Twice every 24 hours,
a billion cubic metres of water flow in and out
of the Danish part of the Wadden Sea through
the deeper canals between Sild, Rømø, Mandø
and Fanø as well as Skallingen. The flow floods
the mudflats, and together with sun light it
creates an impressive biological production. It
produces microscopic algae which is the main
food source for lots of worms, mussels, snails
and crayfish.

The mudflats may look dead and monotonous at
a glance, but this is not at all the case. Most animals dig themselves into the sea floor and have
adjusted to large fluctuations in temperature,
currents and humidity. The mass (weight) of live
animals in the mudflats is 10 times higher than in
the general sea floor.
The large amounts of mudflat animals form
the foundation for a rich animal and bird life in
the area. As such, about 12 million water birds,
geese and ducks pass by the Wadden Sea each
year on their journey between their breeding
grounds in the north and their winter habitats
towards the south. The Wadden Sea is also
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important as a start of life for many of the fish
living in the North Sea. On top of the food chain
are seals and humans.

Rich Cultural Heritage

Nationalpark Vadehavet is more than nature.
Historically, there are traces of human presence dating back to antiquity, and one of the key
places in the national park, Ribe, is Denmark’s
oldest town. Overall, there is a richness of living
culture and heritage within the Wadden Sea
area. The folk music and dance from Fanø is a
good example. In terms of maritime heritage, the
flat-bottomed boats and ships made especially
for the shallow waters, along with the tradition
for sailing, create an important historical chapter. Another special thing is the architecture of
the houses and buildings, found both on Fanø, the
other islands and on the main land. ↓

World Heritage Wadden Sea

The Wadden Sea is not only a national park – it
was also given status as World Heritage. In
fact, the UN-organisation UNESCO appointed
the German and Dutch part of the Wadden Sea
World Heritage in 2009. It was, however, only 5
years later in June 2014 that the Danish part was
appointed World Heritage, too. It is an important
point; we share this World Heritage with Germany and the Netherlands. 3 nations – one World
Heritage.
UNESCO appointed the Wadden Sea World Heritage because they deemed it of ‘unique universal
value’. It is also a recognition of the conservation
work that Denmark, Germany and the Netherlands have put into the area. The value of the
Wadden Sea lies in the protection of biodiversity
as well as the ecological and geolocial processes
taking place here.
The landscape is extremely dynamic – and it is
the world’s largest, connected system of tidal
flats.
You can read more about Nationalpark Vadehavet, Wadden Sea World Heritage and find out
more about which experiences and tours to go on
via www.nationalparkvadehavet.dk

Celebrating 10 years in 2020

2020 marks the 10th year since Nationalpark
Vadehavet became an official national park. This
calls for a celebration, and even though the official date is the 16th October, this 10 year birthday
will be celebrated in the Wadden Sea throughout
the whole year. The many partners of the national
park on Fanø are coordinating a celebration of
the national park in week 42.
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the seals on fanø

The seals are one of the main attractions on
Fanø. Here, we can experience the harbour seal
and the grey seal in their natural environment.
Several places in the sea around Fanø, the seals
can be seen basking in the sun on the sandbanks
or bopping their heads up in the water.
There are guided tours to Galgerev, a large
sandbank, south west of Sønderho, where it is
possible to see up to 700 seals. At low tide, you
can walk approximately 1.7 km on the seabed
all the way to Galgerev. This is a sandbank that
isn’t flooded at high tide. Between us and the
seals is a channel with a width of approximately
100 metres, so the seals are not disturbed by us.
Sometimes, a seal will jump into the water and
swim closer to see what is going on.

The harbor seal is hale and hearty

You can experience the harbor seal in all Danish
waters. The population is especially large in the
Wadden Sea. The harbor seal has, since 1977,
been totally protected. Slowly, the seals have
grown accustomed to mankind no longer being↓

so dangerous, which means that it is possible to
get close to these fascinating animals, thus observing their impressive adjustment to life in the
ocean. Although seals are specialized for a life
in the ocean, they are totally dependent on being
able to reach land where they can rest and feed
their young. The many mudflats in the Wadden
Sea are therefore as important as the shallow
ocean with its rich diversity of food.

The grey seal. A giant returns

Throughout the Wadden Sea, it has been possible
in recent years to enjoy the sight of not only the
common harbor seal, but also the more rare

grey seal. During the last ten years, the groups of
grey seals congregating on the sandbanks have
increased, and on Langjord, opposite Fanø, it is
not unusual to count 50 animals in May when the
seals molt. The bulls can weigh up to 300 kilos
and are often very dark, almost black. The smaller cows can be difficult to distinguish from the
harbor seal, but they are markedly bigger with
the grey seal’s characteristically cone-shaped
head. The habour seal’s head is much rounder.

Sea fog

The fog, or sea fog as it is called, is a true spring
phenomenon. It is created on the ocean when
warm and moist air pumped up towards Denmark from southwest meets a cold ocean. When
at the same time, the sun shines inland, the
ground and the air is warmed up and this results
in a sea breeze, an onshore wind that drives the
sea fog towards the coast.

It happens incredibly fast! It is almost as though
the sea fog surprises you while your back is
turned. The fog can be so close that is it is impossible to see anything. Nothing! And if you are
wandering in the Wadden landscape, sea fog is a
danger you had best beware. So, keep an eye on
the weather report.
Nor withstanding, the sea fog is a fascinating
weather phenomenon. On the edge between fog
and blue skies you can only marvel at the contrasts. Literally!

New!!
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Nature products made of cork

Collection samples
from PBO,
Heartmade,
Rue de Femme
- and much more
NY ADRESSE: Hovedgaden 61 | Nordby | 6720 Fanø

Club
Fanø

Kirkevejen 13, Rindby
Tlf +45 4241 2565
clubfanoe@gmail.com

www.facebook/kollektionshuset

www.kollektionshuset.dk

Club
Velkommen
hos Spar på Fanø...
Fanø
- LokaLVarer

Club
Fanø

- BageraFdeLing
- Stort udVaLg aF Vine
- kød tiL enhVer LejLighed

Følg os på facebook
- Spar på Fanø

Strandvejen 27
6720 Fanø
tel.: 7516 3120

Åbningstider hver dag kl. 7-19, juni, juli og august 7-21
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amber hunting
- where does it come from?

"First, man takes the amber then amber takes
the man". This Danish maxim says it all. If you
have been skilled enough or lucky enough to find
a beautiful piece of amber at the water’s edge,
then you are irrevocably sold to the hunt for
amber. Most people are caught by the hunting
instinct and an increasing “gold fever” when they
discover that it is actually possible to find amber.
At the same time, hunting for amber is a great
activity, when the weather is not warm enough
for sunbathing. Actually, raw and cold weather is
best, which is when the amber is swept towards
the shore. Everything, also amber, floats best
when the water is cold, and that is why summer
is not a good season.
During the winter, the weather is naturally
marked by stronger wind and more storms,
which is when amber as well as other substances
are washed ashore. The secret, as most people
know, lies partly in the direction of the wind. On
Fanø, the right wind direction is from the southwest, but this will vary from place to place. As
well, the wind can also be too fierce! Only when
the tide has pulled back is the hunting ground revealed. Many separate events have to fit together,
but this is a large part of the pleasure. It is not
a coincidence that the most experienced amber
collectors find the best pieces, for they know
exactly when and where the conditions are just
right. However, there are no guarantees.
A good tip is to keep an eye out for seagulls.
Where large flocks of seagulls gather on the

shore chances are that mussels, vegetable
matter and, very likely, amber have washed up on
the beach.
The amber we find along the Danish coasts is
called Baltic amber. This amber is between 30
and 50 million years old. The so-called amber
forests once covered a large part of Scandinavia
and the Baltic Sea areas. Today we know that the
amber is old resin from extinct wood species,
but earlier, there were many theories about the
origins of amber. Some of the more colourful
explanations were that amber was wax from
the wood ant or dried urine from the lynx. Resin
slowly changed its molecular structure in the
very oxygen-poor conditions under the water.
Had the resin been in contact with oxygen, it
would never have become amber.
The prehistoric rivers in the Baltic Sea areas
have moved the amber from one place to another.
Especially the Ice Age glaciers have transported
the amber to the North Sea, where storms and
currents wash the amber ashore so we can collect it on the beaches. Just like people have done
for the last 9,000 years. A few years ago on Fanø,
a German guest found a piece of amber jewellery
made in the Stone Ages. The jewellery probably
came from one of the now flooded North Sea
settlements. The chances of finding such a piece
of jewellery or perhaps just a nugget with an
embedded insect or leaf naturally increase the
fascination for finding and collecting amber.
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beach activities

The beach is big enough that there is space for
everyone, whether you wish to swim, sunbathe,
fly kites, drive a Blokart or Kite-Buggy, wind- or
kitesurf, look for amber, go for a walk, observe
the sunset, or watch the birds. Whether you want
to be active or come for peace and quiet, there is
room for you.
There is also space for dogs and their owners, but
please remember to be considerate. From 1st April
to 31st September all dogs must be on a leash.

Kite flying

Fanø is the kite flyers’ El Dorado. The wide beach
and stable wind conditions make Fanø one of the
best places in the world for flying kites.

Kite flying is for everyone. There are several
shops that sell ready-made kites for both beginners and advanced users. If you feel like building
your own kite, Club Fanø arranges kite-building
workshops for children all year round.
Kite flying is also a sport. Most of the summer
season from April to October, kite flyers come to
Fanø to set up their kites.
Every year in June, about 5,000 kite enthusiasts
from all over the world gather on Fanø. Many of
the participants design and build their own kites,
often shaped as people, cartoon characters,
animals and, of course, kites. The old tradition
of decorating the kites can also be experienced
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on Fanø. There are no competitions or shows, as
the event is merely a gathering, but the kite flyers
will gladly tell the audience about their kites.

For the new kite flier

You can start by judging the size of the kite compared to the strength of the wind. You can do this
before you start flying it by holding the kite up by
hand; you can then feel how much the wind pulls
the kite.
Connect the kite with the flying line and then,
against the wind direction, roll out approximately 40 metres of the line. Get a good hold on the
handle and then ask mom or dad to hold the kite
up against the wind before letting it go. The kite
should not be thrown into the air but rather catch
the wind by itself and then rise up.
Now you should be able to enjoy the amazing view
of your kite against the sky. If the kite starts↓

falling, you should be able to solve this by pulling
slightly on the flying line or alternatively by walking a few steps against the wind direction.
You can use and reuse your kite many times if you
make sure to roll up the flying line well and wrap
the kite up. Perhaps you can put a piece of tape
on the handle of the flying line so that it does not
accidentally roll out.

Blokart and kite buggy

Whirling across the beach in a wind-powered
beach racer is awesome! Fanø has one of
Europe’s best beaches for land sailing. There
is a marked area, approximately 3 km south of
Rindby, for this type of activity.
There are many different types of land sailing
vehicles. One of which is a small, three-wheeled,
open carriage. Some types are powered by a
mounted sail, others by a handheld kite. Some
vehicles require expansive knowhow, others you
can learn to operate in 10 minutes.

Blokart is the most popular type for rental. It
is easy to ride and perfect for beginners. There
is also a two-seater version, so even smaller
children can experience the rush. It is a sport for
all ages, for children aged 8 or 10 years and up to
88-year-olds. Blokart lessons and rental takes
place on the beach throughout summer. Contact
Fanø Tourist Office for further information.
Kite buggy is the name of another very popular
type. It is driven with a handheld kite and requires more practice. Fanø attracts some of the
best kite buggy drivers, and both training camps
and competitions in kite buggy are hosted here.

Surfing

For the beginner, as well as for the more trained
surfer who seeks to perfect their style and tricks
in the waves, this is a really good place to learn
wave surfing.↓

The ocean at Fanø is easily accessible and user
friendly. This means that you can drive all the
way down to the water, and, contrary to many
other places, you do not have to drag your equipment several 100 metres.
Beach activities during the summer
In July and August there is opportunity to do a
variety of different activities by Fanø Bad. When
the weather permits, beach volley ball, beach
football, sand castle building, rental of skimboards, SUP boards and more are on offer.
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clean beach on fanø

Garbage in the oceans
is an increasing problem all over the world.
The oceans have been
used as a garbage dump
for many years and now we
are paying the price for it.
There is also garbage stranding
on the shores of Fanø, and with
such a large area of beach it is
a huge task to clean up. Fanø
Municipality works hard to deal
with the problem but luckily
they are helped by private citizens and guests who are willing
to help by removing the trash.

fence. The bags
are red and white
and are marked
with the words
HAVFALDSPOSE,
Havmiljøvogter.
Once they are filled
you simply tie a
knot in the top like
you would with your
household trash bag.
Then you leave the bags
on a spot on the beach
where they are clearly
visible so that we can see
them when we make a
collection drive.

VisitFanø in collaboration with a number
of private organisations have for many years
held a 'clean-island' day, where school children
and private persons have spent a Sunday picking up
garbage from the beach. Fortunately, the amount
of trash that is left in nature by our guests is very
small and most of it comes in from the sea.

We have an information
centre in Sønderho called
Havfaldsborgen. Here you
can either choose to walk around and explore on
your own or you can request information about
what has been found on the beach and where it
comes from.

However, it is still necessary to address the issue
year round. As a response to this, Peter Michelsen
has started the private environmental project
called 'Ren Strand Fanø' (Clean beach Fanø). "In
all its simplicity, the idea of the project is to hand
out empty Sea Trash Bags to people on the beach.

This project, 'Ren Strand Fanø', started in 2017
in week 6. At first two rolls of the Sea Trash
Bags were given to a man who was out collecting
plastic garbage on his own. We met him when
he was dragging the bags up to a trash can on
the beach, and instead we put the full bags on
our trailer and gave him our 2 empty rolls of Sea
Trash Bags.

We ask people to fill these Sea Trash Bags with
whatever garbage they find when they are on the
beach. Mostly this is plastic which has come in
from the sea. This is the reason that we refer to
it as Sea Trash and not just trash. The Sea Trash
Bags we use are from the campaign Marine Environment Patrollers set in motion by the Danish De-

The next day we found multiple filled bags for
us to collect and that was when the idea for this
project was born."

supermarked
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• 1500 m2 super market

u
o
y
all
need

• Large bakery department

supermarked
• Coffee shop

• Wadden Sea exhibition
• Grill and ice-cream bar

• Applied arts and souvenirs
• Island´s biggest parking space
• Family managged bussines

supermarked
supermarked

www.rindbysupermarked.dk
Kirkevejen 32, 6720 Fanø • Tlf.:7516 3546 • Daglig åbent fra kl. 7.00
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fanø forest playground
’dune plantation’

Is one of the national park’s most popular places
to visit and is situated centrally on the island.

Deer

In the plantation, there are plenty of forest trails
where you can walk or ride a bike. Here, you can
encounter both deer, fallow deer and – if you are
really lucky – red deer. Deer are also spotted
many places outside the plantation in the open
landscape, in the holiday home areas and in the
town areas.
Fanø’s nature is rich in food, and there is no need
to feed the animals. On the contrary, feeding the
animals makes them dependent on people, and
feeding them with easily digestible foods like
bread and seeds increases the risk of diarrhoea
in the animals and, in the worst cases, also a
painful death. So, do not try to feed the animals.

The forest playground is a magnificent natural
area, a resting and picnic spot and not least a
fantastic playground.
The playground is a rather large area containing various playground equipment and wooden
sculptures made of materials from the plantation. There are obstacle courses, climbing
frames and different games. Often formed like
trolls and other fantasy figures, much of the
equipment is created by international tree sculptors. In the Sherwood Forest, you can play Robin
Hood and his merry men.
In connection to the forest playground, there is a
large picnic area with fire pits and barbecue pits,
some outdoors and some under a canopy which
has an area that seats approximately 50 persons.
There are also toilet facilities at the playground.↓

Rabbits

There are wild rabbits on Fanø. Many wild
rabbits. They are everywhere on the island, but
especially in dune areas and in the holiday home
areas. You can see the rabbit holes all over. Particularly in early morning and at sundown,↓

the rabbits are active, playing or seeking food.
Often times, you can sit on the cottage deck and
observe the rabbits. For both children and adults,
it is an unforgettable experience.

The Forest Playground

The playground is situated in the westernmost
edge of the plantation. It is a good point of departure for hikes in this characteristic nature area.

Pælebjerg

North west of the forest playground lies Pælebjerg. Besides being the highest location on Fanø
by 21 metres, it is a lovely place to hike, and there
are marked paths around the area. At the foot
of Pælebjerg lies a small lake that fills up with
blossoming water lilies in summer.
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Dejlige ferieoplevelser
Schöne Urlaubserlebnisse
Lovely holiday experiences
Bestil nu – og få det største udvalg!
Bestellen Sie jetzt – so erhalten Sie
die größte Auswahl!
Order now – and you will have a
wide selection to choose from!

Sol og Strand Feriehusudlejning . Postvejen 16 . 6720 Fanø . Tel +45 75 16 26 00 . www.sologstrand.dk

Rødgaard

Camping

Kirkevejen 13, Rindby • Tel: +45 7516 3311 • www.rodgaard-camping.dk
FanØ’s largest indOOr PlaYgrOund
On Rødgaard Camping we have a 150 m2 indoor play area for children under 12 years. Come in from the street
for a fun experience! Admission: 30 kr. Per. hour.

Axel´s Kitchen
Italian Food & Wine
Tel: +45 4024 3011

•OriginalItalianpizza-alsotakeaway
•DinersatRestaurantAxelhasfree
admissiontotheplayground
•Fishbuffetinjulymonth
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fanø stories

Fanø is an island with an exciting history and many stories.
They are definitely not all completely true, but what does that
matter, if the story is good.

The myth of the name Fanø

There once were two skippers
who had been at service to the
jötnar Fenja and Menja. As a
reward, they were each given a
salt mill, after which they sailed
off in the two ships that were
named after the jötnar. The
two salt mills were on board,
and the skippers sold their salt
wherever they went. Unfortunately, both ships went down
in a storm – one at a sandbank
which was thereafter called
Menjø (Mandø), the other at a sandbank called
Fenjø (Fanø). At the shipwreck, large amounts
of salt flooded out, which is why the waters surrounding Fanø and Mandø are saltier than other
oceans.

about the tricks that were put into operation to
secure the purchase. In the end, the people of
Fanø succeeded in buying the island and boost
the development that led Fanø to become a maritime island of great significance.

The 1741 buy-out

Fannik and Sønderhoning

Until 1741, Fanø belonged to the Danish Crown.
Fanø was administered from Ribe which, at the
time, was an important commercial centre and
had monopoly on trade. The inhabitants of Fanø
were skilled fishermen, but all fish export had to
go through Ribe to be declared. Therefore, there
was a strong desire to buy out the island and thus
be freed from the ties to Ribe.
After an unsuccessful attempt to buy out the island in 1719, another chance arose in 1741, when
King Christian VI wished to sell off his possessions to be able to finance various castle building
projects. Together, the people from Nordby and
Sønderho went to Ribe where the auction took
place on July 10, 1741. There are many stories

From olden times, Fanø has been divided into
two territories: The northern part called Fanø
and the southern part called Sønderho. There
are many tales of the rivalry between “the two
islands”.
One of the consequences has been that you don’t
really have a common denominator for people
who live on Fanø. If you live in Nordby, you’re
a fannik, and if you live in Sønderho, you’re a
sønderhoning. A fannik is also called gøjer, while
a sønderhoning is called a japper.
So, what is a person (often from Copenhagen)
who owns a cottage in Sønderho called? A københoning naturally.
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Only 900 meters from the ferry port, is Fanø Night &
Stay located. A scenic area where guests are located
in the middle of the Wadden Sea National Park.
The old maritime school has 50 new renovated rooms.
A cozy courtyard invites you to relax and unwind. You
also have the opportunity to enjoy your breakfast there.

Vangled 32, DK-6720 Fanø
+45 2212 1218
info@fanoestay.dk • www.fanoestay.dk

Hovedgaden 75, tlf. 7516 2656

Fanø Flowershop
offers a wide selection in ...
Bouquets, plants, applied arts
wine and chocolate
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architecture on fanø

The many old houses on Fanø are characterized
by two things: Firstly, the rough nature by the
North Sea and, secondly, the wealth the island
accumulated during the maritime era from the
mid-18th century to the end of the 19th century.

With curved gables that are pulled above the roof
surface, various houses built in the 1860s and
1870s are clearly inspired by Dutch architecture.
The roofs are made from slate or brick and the
windows have sills.

The very special farm buildings and skipper
houses in Nordby and Sønderho are usually
one-winged, one-storey houses with living
quarters and stables in the same building. Due
to the freezing west winds of winter, most of the
houses’ gables are placed east to west, with the
stables placed to the west.

Most of the houses are built in dark red bricks.
On Fanø, it is a traditional characteristic feature
to paint white lines on the joints between the
bricks. This is done to protect the joints from
erosion caused by wind and water, and to make
a repaired facade appear more beautiful. Moreover, a portion of houses are plastered in grey,
yellow and red colours.

Leftovers of timber frames, small windows and
gables reveal the age of the houses. The oldest
houses from before 1800 have wooden siding all
the way down to the eaves. From 1800 to 1850, it
became more popular with wooded siding in the
upper gable triangle. From the mid-19th century,
the houses were usually built without the wood
siding and were sometimes also tiled.
Above the entrance, there is an arched gable
access hatch to the attic, which is called an
arkengab. The hatch leads into the attic where
straw was stored. Simultaneously, the arkengab
had the function of providing greater protection
in the case of fire, giving the residents more time
to escape the house. The fire hazard was great in
that the houses were mostly made of reeds.
Another characteristic detail is the green, black
and white bricks above doors and windows. The
three colours symbolize birth, life and death.
In Hannes Hus, a museum in Sønderho, it is
possible to see how a typical Fanø house was
furnished and decorated.

From the end of the 19th century, the houses
became bigger, deeper and taller – and the architecture influenced by historicism. Some of the
houses are constructed with a ‘trempel’ roof that
gives the house a taller facade, a less steep pitch
on the roof and better opportunities for exploiting
the 1st floor space. The facades are often very
decorated and have large, Danish windows. The
roofs may have eaves and the rafters are often
decoratively moulded.
There are very many well-preserved houses
in both Sønderho and Nordby. A good
example of one of the oldest traditionally
thatched roof houses, where parts of the
timber frame has been preserved, is
Fanø Museum on Skolevej 2. This is
a listed house which is also well
kept on the interior.

www.clubfanoe.dk

Club
Fanø
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Club
Fanø
Excursions

Beach sports

Activity center

Candle workshop

Contact for information and booking

Kirkevejen 13, Rindby • 6720 Fanø • Tlf +45 4241 2565 • clubfanoe@gmail.com
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the fanø dress

The traditional women's dresses from Fanø is
one of the most characteristic aspects of the
island. For more than 200 years, also well into
the 20th century, these dresses were worn on an
everyday basis. The last woman from Fanø who
wore the Fanø Dress daily passed away in 1972.↓

were harvesting
crops. "Struden"
was a remarkable
part of the last two
dresses. "Strude"
is a mask which
covered most of
the face, serving
as protection
against wind and
weather.↓

These days the dress is only used for special
occasions such as birthdays, weddings, celebrations and the annual events of "Fannikerdagene"
in Nordby and "Sønderhodagen" in Sønderho.
During these occasions there are up to hundreds
of women who will show themselves in these
beautiful outfits. Every so often a dance is also
thrown which has the traditional music and dance
and where traditional clothing is also worn.

It was thanks to
the seafarers
travels and
wealth that
the dresses
from Fanø stood
out amongst
most other
dresses on the westcoast of Jutland.

The Fanø Dress cannot be boiled down to one
type of dress but is rather an overarching term
for a set of different dresses, each with their own
purpose. All stages of life had a dress associated
with it.
What dress to wear also depended on which
function the women had on Fanø. Since the men
were largely on the sea and therefore away from
home for long periods of time, it was the women
who dealt with everything at home. Aside from
the daily working day dress, there was also a
special dress for those women who were out digging for worms - and a dress for the women who

Most of the people were dressed in frieze but the
everyday dresses on Fanø were made out of cotton and the special occasion dresses were made
out of silk - items which the seafarers brought
home with them.
In the museum "Fanø Skibsfart & Dragtsamling"
there is a large and interesting exhibition of both
everyday and special occasion Fanø dresses.
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Beach Weddings on Fanø.
Contact Lone Müller Sigaard,
+45 20 777 333
www.weddingisland.dk
wedding island AD.indd 2

15/11/2016 14:5

fanø

Den personlige kontakt og det ærlige svar. Hos
EDC Fanø sælger vi såvel sommerhuse som
helårsboliger over hele øen, vi er en integreret
del af lokalmiljøet, og vores store kendskab til
øen, dens beboere og særpræg er din garanti
for, at vi sætter den rette pris - hvad enten du
er køber eller sælger. Vi sætter en ære i den

personlige kontakt og det ærlige svar, og følger
alle handler helt til dørs. Med vores centrale
placering på den befærdede Strandvejen i
Nordby, er vi den ejendomsmægler på Fanø, der
har den bedste beliggenhed. Det nyder du som
både køber og sælger godt af, ligesom vores
tilknytning til EDC-kæden giver alle parter store

fordele. Med EDC er vi repræsenteret med over
230 butikker på landsplan og når derfor ud til et
meget bredt publikum.
Vi glæder os til at hjælpe dig med dine ønsker.

Strandvejen 10A, 6720 Fanø • Telefon:7666 0102 • E-mail:673@edc.dk • www.edc.dk/fanoe.dk
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the maritime era

The tiny sandy island on the west coast was once
a maritime "superpower" – even with the same
population size as we have today.
Fanø has always been a place for sailors. In the
1500s, a small fishing village was located at
‘Odden’, today known as Nordby. Later, the sailors
went to other places to seek employment on larger fishing boats and merchant ships. They went
out sailing on foreign seas, thus gaining experience and expertise in sailing the large oceans.
In the 1760s, the people of Fanø started their own
shipping companies and started building ships on
Fanø. It was a difficult task as they had to import
all wood from the mainland. The shipyards – in
both Nordby and Sønderho – were situated
directly on the beach, near the deep waters. It
isn’t difficult to imagine the life and activity this
brought to the island.
The 1850s were the golden age of shipbuilding on
Fanø. There were nine shipyards, and all together they employed 100 workers and a number of
sub-contractors.
From 1768 to 1896, a total of 1100 ships were built
on Fanø – in the beginning a lot of small ships,
but gradually they became bigger. From the

mid-1860s, the local shipyards were no longer
able to meet the demands. At the same time,
the harbour in Sønderho was beginning to have
problems with silting.
In the 1880s, the shipping companies went from
wooden ships to iron and steel ships, and the last
Fanø ship was built in 1896. The size of the ship
also made it impossible to use Fanø as harbour.
Sailing ships were also replaced by steam ships,
and by 1919, all shipping companies had moved to
other harbours.
The maritime era brought wealth and inspiration
from other parts of the world to Fanø. The many
beautiful mansions built by captains are still
there to remind us of this.

The Staffordshire porcelain dogs on Fanø

In many of the windows here on Fanø, you will
see the two porcelain dogs. During the period
1860-1900, the dogs were the souvenir to bring
back home from England. And it was expected
that every sailor brought home at least one pair.
The dogs always come as a pair, looking towards
each other. Traditionally, they symbolize loyalty
and security. When they look out of the window,
the man of the house is at sea; when they look
into the house, he is at home.

Selvdy

p

.S

elbstziehen

Fanø Lys
www.fanolys.dk
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the atlantic wall on fanø

Grey bunkers can still be seen in many dunes
around Fanø. These are a remnant of the Atlantic
Wall, which was a huge defensive system stretching from northern Norway to Spain. This fortification of the coast was started by the Germans
during WWII, aiming to prevent an invasion from
the Western allies. Denmark was occupied by the
German forces from 9th April 1940 until 5th of May
1945 (Bornholm was freed in 1946). The occupation
took place without any
major acts of war in
the country, and was
mainly a step in the
plan towards conquering the strategically
important Norway as
well as to control the
sail routes going into
the Baltic Sea.

The establishment of
the enormous defensive system along the
entirety of Europe's coast was sped up in order to
prevent the coming invasion from allied troops (the
UK, Canada and the US). In Denmark this system
was especially focused around Hanstholm and Esbjerg as these were considered the most strategically important areas to defend. As a result a larger
number of defensive buildings and measurements
were constructed around these harbours. From
December 1942 until the end of the war, approximately 1300 bunkers were constructed between
Ringkøbing Fjord and Ribe.
Due to Fanø's placement at the entrance water way
to Esbjerg harbour, around 300 bunkers, concrete
roads, canons, railroads (?), anti-armoured vehicle
trenches, personnel buildings and more were
established. These were mainly placed on the
northern and middle part of the island. The fortress
strategy consisted of a larger amount of coastaland air batteries from Pælebjerg (the Pælebjerg
position) towards north at the Western Sea-battery
and the Grådyb-battery, as well as the Anti-marine

Battery North position (located north of Nordby).
In addition to this, coastal defence positions, radar
stations and barracks for the troops were built to
the west. Furthermore, some 49000 mines as well
as large marine minefields were laid out to the
west. The German occupational force on Fanø consisted of around 2300 soldiers and of 1275 Danish
workers who aided in building the bunkers.
Denmark and Fanø
remained a relatively
peaceful place to be
during the entire war.
However, the anti-air
batteries whose
intended use were
to fire at enemy air
crafts, came into use
multiple times. One
such notable time was
on the 27th of August
1944 during a day-attack on the military
airport by Esbjerg. On this day, 5 allied aircrafts
were shot down.
Many of the Atlantic Wall bunkers have been partly
or wholly hidden under the sand today, and have as
such became part of the dune landscape. A few of
the bunkers in the area between Rindby Strand and
Sønderho are still fully exposed and free from the
dunes on the beach and can be observed up close.
Among these bunkers is the well-known "Be Free"
bunker, which has been painted with graffiti. A visit
to the positions on Halen is definitely also worth
taking the time to do. The best place to get up close
to the bunkers is at the Fanø North position. This is
also where the organisation "Fanø in the Atlantic
Wall" has their weekly tours around the bunkers.
Please be aware that the area is privately owned
and that the position is located in a fragile natural
area, therefore we kindly ask that respect is given
to these facts. Riding a bike or walking out there on
the gravel road, Vesternasen, is entirely possible
and recommended!
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GRILL & IS
100%

burger

• Rindby Angus Burger
• Hotdogs
• Fish & Ships
• Grillkylling
• Fish Burger
• Barista kaffe
• Pommes frites
• Fiskefilet

Rindby Grill & Is
Kirkevejen 32, 6720 Fanø • Tlf.:7516 3546
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food on fanø

On Fanø you can find culinary experiences for
everyone. From fast food to gourmet. For the
most part, the restaurants are located in either
Nordby or Sønderho but there are seasonally
open restaurants in Fanø Bad and Rindby Strand,
too. However, most of the restaurants are open
all year around. Every month Fanø Tourist Information publishes a list of restaurants and their
opening times for that month. We do recommend
that you make reservations for a table.

Open-faced Fanoe sandwiches (Fanøsmørrebrød)
These are made of thin slices of bread covered
with six different kinds of cold cuts. Each slice is
cut into three pieces and the sandwiches are laid
on a plate in a layer cake pattern consisting of
three layers. There are differences in how they are
made in
 Nordby and Sønderho. In Sønderho there
are always sausages and salted meat, cheese and
chopped eggs and homemade meatballs.

The menus of the island's restaurants feature
a lot of these products, which is also why Fanø
has become known as a place with a number of
gourmet quality
restaurants.

There are plenty of possibilities for exploring
the nature and gathering your own wild-growing
produce.
Some of these
on Fanø include
herbs, berries
and flowers.
Since Fanø is surrounded by the
sea, it is of course
also possible to
try to catch a fish
or two. However,
the large amount
of seals will
compete with
those who make
the attempt.

Local produce

Fanø is home to
various producers of quality
foods. They are
small-time producers that enjoy
great recognition
in both Denmark
and abroad.

Local dishes

Bakskuld is a salted and smoked flatfish – usually dab, but flounder and plaice are also used –
which is fried in a pan and served with rye bread
and coffee punch (coffee with schnapps). In the
past, it could also be served with a dollop of rice
pudding. Bakskuld is served in most restaurants
on Fanø.

Fanø Turist Office issues every month
a list of restaurants and their opening
hours. we recommend to make a reservation in advance.

Nature’s table is set

Salicornia, or marsh samphire, is a tasty and
salty vegetable used as garnish for fish or in a
salad. The plant is also found on the east coast
and on the beach in Sønderho.
In the dune heaths and in the plantations in
autumn, you will find a variety of berries and
mushrooms. Beware that not all mushrooms are
edible. Bring a guide or a guidebook, and if you
are in doubt, don’t eat it!
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art,

crafts and design on Fanø
During the last 100 years or so – right up until today,
Fanø has experienced a vast influx of artists who
more or less settled here. The environment, the
landscapes and the nice light have attracted painters in particular. Especially in Sønderho, there were
times when you could consider the place a complete
colony of painters – similar to Skagen, the northernmost town of Jutland. This attraction of artists is
now bigger than ever, which means that Fanø today
still has a rather large colony of artists.
In 1992, it became possible to establish Fanø Art
Museum in ’Kromanns House’. The house was
previously a merchant’s building and factory.
The front shop from 1868 has been restored and
converted – today it functions as the museum’s
entry hall.
The permanent exhibition – still active to this
day – has been active since the mid-19th century.
The varying exhibitions also have Fanø and the
Wadden Sea as a general theme.
April – August: Photo exhibition with amongst
others Janne Klerk and Joakim Eskildsen
April – June: Artists from the permanent collection; Ruth Heinemann
July – mid August: Exhibition for children
Mid August – October: Textile exhibition with
Gudrun Hasle and Isabel Berglund
April – October: The permanent exhibition
is rearranged; Motives from the Wadden
Sea

Fanø also has many designers and craft artists.
They find inspiration in Fanø’s nature. There is
also an obvious international orientation. A wide
spectre of crafts is represented on the island
– anything from knit and clothes to jewelry and
candles. Most workshops are located in Nordby
and Sønderho, but, in Rindby, the ‘Kunstladen’ (meaning ‘the art barn’) also offer exciting
products.
There are multiple culture and art festivals on
Fanø. The two most popular ones are the rock
festival 'Fanø Vesterland' – taking place in the
weekend of 22th - 23th of May – and the knitting
festival 'Fanø International Knit Festival' – taking
place 17th - 20nd September. A group of local
artists are also hosting an art festival in the end
of May.

Hos os får du den bedste kombination af indgående
lokalkendskab, godt mæglerhåndværk og et udvalg
af digitale løsninger, når du skal sælge din bolig
Går du med salgstanker?
Så ring på 7516 1011 eller kig forbi
Vi har åbent alle ugens 7 dage

Ejendomsmægler 51
Hovedgaden 54
Nordby, 6720 Fanø
Tlf. 7516 1011
www.nybolig.dk
E-mail: 6720@nybolig.dk

www.nybolig.dk - VI STØTTER LOKALT
Frits Brinch & Sønner ApS
Entreprenør og aut. kloakmester

Kontor: 7516 4181

Biltlf.: 2926 5676 /2123 3062

Strandvejen 12, Fanø
Tlf.: +45 7516 3589

• Udgravning og anlægsarbejde
• Kørsel og vejarbejde
• Jord, sand, sten og vejmaterialer
• Nedbrydning og kloakeringsarbejde

• Couzy rooms & suites, also with pension
• Restaurant open daily from 5 p.m.
• Perfect banquet facilities
Reservation: +45 7516 3589

www.noerbykro.dk

New initiatives & events can be followed at

Sønder Nytoft 11, 6720 Fanø
brinchogsonner@fanonet.dk

our website: www.noerbykro.dk and our
Facebook page: Nørby Kro - Fanø
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life feels great on a bike

There are bike paths between all the urban areas
on Fanø (Nordby, Fanø Bad, Rindby Strand and
Sønderho), so biking on Fanø is safe – for both
children and adults. Fanø has a length of approximately 15 km and measures 5 km at the widest
point, so the distances are short. A bike is the
ideal transportation for getting around the island.

Biking routes on Fanø

There are 5 folders available containing information on biking routes on Fanø. In each folder
there is a map, a description of the route and a
briefing on what you may encounter underways.
It is possible to download the maps and descriptions on www.visitfanoe.dk or to buy them
physically at Fanø Tourist Information. They cost
5 DKK per folder.

The Mountains on Fanø

Mountain climbing on Fanø? That sounds like a
joke and maybe it is. But we have made a trail
called The Big Five. The five big mountains are
Kikkebjerg, Pælebjerg, Klingebjerg, Annedalsbjerg of Mosedalsbjerg. The trail is made as a
geocaching trail, and you can find it on www.
geocaching.com. Once you have conquered the
five mountains, you have the possibility of getting
a certificate at Fanø Tourist Office, Skolevej 5-7 in
Nordby, which states that you are an official Fanø
mountain climber. Even if you are not into geocaching you can still earn your certificate; just ↓

Route 1: The World Heritage Wadden Sea route
is 42 kilometres long. This route takes you all
the way around the island, and while cycling
you will experience some of the most important
landscapes that has helped Fanø and the sea
around Fanø to achieve national park and World
Heritage status.
Route 2: The Atlantic Wall route; it is 26 kilometres long and will take you to a number of the
most important bunkers on the island. These
bunkers were built during the 2. World War.
Route 3: The Panoramic Route 404 is the only one
that has been marked by signs. It is 26 kilometres
long and provides an opportunity to go to some
of the best view points and landscapes on the
northern part of Fanø.
Route 4: "The Big Five" takes you to the 5 view
points made up of the 5 largest hills on Fanø and
is 37 kilometres long.
Route 5: The Mountain Bike trail is 7 kilometres
long and is located in a beautiful area in the
western part of Fanø Klitplantage.

take a photo of yourself and your family on the
top of the mountains. It is a fun treasure hunt for
children and adults that will lead you to places
not normally discovered.
The mountains on Fanø are in reality dunes
which have been created by sand and wind
through hundreds of years. The oldest dunes on
Fanø, ie. Annesdals Bjerg and Klingebjerg, are
on the east coast whereto they wandered during
the Small Ice Age in the 1500’s and the 1600’s.
The farther towards west we go, the younger the
dunes are. On the beach between Fanø Bad and
Rindby Strand, you can see a new generation of
dunes being created.
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• Bread from own oven
• Fresh fruits & vegetables
• Large wine department
• Tips / lotto
• Open every day
www.brugsenfano.dk
Remember
everey day
Bred from
own oven!!

FAJANCEN

FAJANCEN
lige midt i gågaden

lige midt i gågaden

Cafe

• Restaurant

Sønder Land 5 · Sønderho
6720 Fanø · www.fajancen.dk
info@fajancen.dk
Bordreservation på 75 16 41 72

Sønder Land 5 · Sønderho
6720 Fanø · www.fajancen.dk
info@fajancen.dk
Bordreservation på 75 16 41 72

Sønderho IsCafé
– Hele turen værd!
Sønderland 5

www.Iscafeen.dk
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event calender
fanø
May
21.-24. Fanø Art Ffestival
22.-23 Fanø Vesterland
– music, food, people
29.-30 Pinsefestival i Sønderho

Juni
18.-21. Fanø International
Kite Fliers meeting
19.-21. Fanø Mini Rally
(Citroen cars)
21. Mill day in Sønderho
28. Fleamarket in Sønderho

Juli
Søndage
Tirsdage

Fleamarket in Sønderho
Fanø Summer Concerts
in Nordby Chruch (fra 7. juli)
Torsdage Fanø Summer Concerts
in Sønderho Chruch
Fredage Fleamarket at
Rindby Forsamlingshus
Lørdage Fleamarket at
Museumspladsen i Nordby
8. Late Night at the
Main street in Nordby
9. Fanø Pride
10.-12 The Fanniker Days
15. Late Night at the
Main street in Nordby
17.- 20 Fanø Summer Cup
19. Sønderho Day
22. Late Night at the
Main street in Nordby
23.-25. Fanø Free Folk
Festival (music)
19.- 31. Fanø Weeks (golf)
29. Late Night at the
Main street in Nordby

Aug.
Søndage
Tirsdage

Fleamarket in Sønderho
Fanø Summer Concerts
in Nordby Chruch
(until aug. the 19 th )
Torsdage Fanø Summer Concerts
in Sønderho Chruch
(til og med 20. 08)
Fredage Flea market at the
Rindby Forsamlingshus
Lørdage Flea market at the
Museum Scuare in Nordby
1. Striens Garden party
5. Late Night at the
Main street in Nordby
5.-7. Fanø Mini Open
(minigolf tournement)
6.-8. Fanø Strteet Theater Festival

Sept.
11.-13. Godtfolk (folk music)
17.-20. Fanø Knitting Festival
18.-19. Fanø Drinking Festival

Nov.
28.

Christmas Island Fanø

Dec.
6. Christmas March
31. Winter Bathing Festival at
Fanø Bad

20
20
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BUTIKKER

OG RESTAURANTER
Spannenden Geschäfte
und gute Restaurants
Exciting shops and
good restaurants

HVERDAGE

10-19

LØRDAG
& SØNDAG

ESBJERG
CITY

P

KONG
ENSG
ADE

P

P

HUSK!

EXNE
RSGA
DE

700
P-PLADSER
PÅ TAG

JERN
BANE
GADE

10-17

P-skive/
Parkscheibe
einstellen/
Set the
parking
disc

SHOPPING

E20

GAMMELBY RI
NGVEJ

700
P-PLADSER

BROEN

4 TIMERS gratis parkering
4 STUNDEN lang kostenfreies Parken
4 HOURS free parking

VESTJYLLANDS STØRSTE SHOPPINGCENTER

Das größte Einkaufszentrum Westjütlands • The largest Shopping Center of Western Jutland
BROEN Shopping, Centrum • Exnersgade 18 • 6700 Esbjerg

broenshopping.dk
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Ribe Kunstmuseum

Ribes Vikinger

Vadehavscentret

Ribe VikingeCenter

ribekunstmuseum.dk

ribesvikinger.dk

vadehavscentret.dk

ribevikingecenter.dk

17. MAJ
MARBÆKDAG /
NATIONALPARKDAG
VED ESBJERG
National Park Day /
Nationalparktag
myrthue.esbjergkommune.dk

13.-14. JUNI
RIBES MIDDELALDER
MARKED
Medieval Fair /
Mittelaltermarkt
ribemiddelaldermarked.com

EVENTS RIBE &
E S B J E R G 2 02 0
JANUAR - DECEMBER
SÆLSAFARI
Seal Safari / Seehundsafari
vadehavscentret.dk
mandoekro.dk
APRIL - SEPTEMBER
VETERANBILER
Ti / Tu / Di
Classic Cars / Oldtimer
ribe-classic.dk
10.-12. APRIL
KUNSTRUNDEN
SYDVESTJYLLAND
Art tour / Kunstrunde
kunstrunde.dk

27. APRIL - 3. MAJ
INT. VIKINGEMARKED
Int. Viking Market /
Int. Wikingermarket
ribevikingecenter.dk
MAJ - SEPTEMBER
TORVEDAGE I RIBE
On / We / Mi
visitribeesbjerg.dk
MAJ - OKTOBER
VÆGTERRUNDGANG
The Night Watchman /
Nachtwächterrundgang
visitribeesbjerg.dk
8.-10. MAJ
KORSKRO HESTEMARKED
Market / Pferdemarkt
korskrohestemarked.dk

21.-24. MAJ
FOLKEMØDET I RIBE GENFORENING 1920
The 1920 Reunion
Wiedervereinigung 1920
folkemødeiribe.dk
JUNI - AUGUST
KRÆMMERMARKED
PÅ TORVET I ESBJERG
Ma / Mo / Mo
Flea Market / Flohmarkt
visitribeesbjerg.dk

JULI - AUGUST
OPEN AIR
KONCERTER I
ESBJERG BYPARK
On / We / Mi
Concerts / Konzerte
JULI - AUGUST
GUIDEDE TURE
I RIBES SMUKKE
GADER
Guided tours /
Stadtführung
visitribeesbjerg.dk
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Must See
Ribe Domkirke
Ribe VikingeCenter
Ribes Vikinger
Vadehavscentret

Jacob A. Riis Museum
jacobariismuseum.dk

Mennesket ved Havet
Esbjerg Kunstmuseum
Esbjerg Museum
Esbjerg Vandtårn
Nationalpark Vadehavet

Ribe Kunstmuseum
Jacob A. Riis Museum
Vægterrundgang
Fiskeri- og
Søfartsmuseet

Fiskeri- og
Søfartsmuseet

Esbjerg Kunstmuseum

Esbjerg Museum

eskum.dk

sydvestjyskemuseer.dk

fimus.dk
23.-26. JULI
RIBE JAZZFESTIVAL MUSIK I BYEN
Jazz Festival /
Jazzfestival
ribejazz.dk

8.-15. AUGUST
KUNST I CONTAINERE
PÅ ESBJERG HAVN
Art on the harbour /
Kunst am Hafen
esbjergfestuge.dk

JULI - AUGUST
FISKEAUKTION
On / We / Mi
Fish Aution /
Fischauktion
visitribeesbjerg.dk

26.+28.+30 AUGUST
FIGAROS BRYLLUP FRA DEN NY OPERA
Oper / Opera
Musikhuset Esbjerg
mhe.dk

7.-16. AUGUST
ESBJERG FESTUGE 200 SPÆNDENDE
EVENTS
Festival Week /
Festwoche
esbjergfestuge.dk

28.-29. AUGUST
RIBE VINFESTIVAL EN SMAGSOPLEVELSE
I RIBE
Wine Festival /
Weinfestival
ribevinfestival.dk

3.-6. SEPTEMBER
RUED LANGGAARD
KLASSISK MUSIK
FESTIVAL I RIBE
Music Festival /
Musikfestival
langgaardfestival.dk
19.-20. SEPTEMBER
FANTASYFESTIVAL
I ESBJERG
Fantasyfestival /
Fantasyfestival
fantasyfestival.dk
2.-4. OKTOBER
KUNST- OG
HØSTMARKED I RIBE
Art & Harvest market /
Kunst & Erntemarkt
visitribeesbjerg.dk

Read more about Ribe and Esbjerg on visitribeesbjerg.dk

OKTOBER - MARTS
ØSTERSSAFARI
I VADEHAVET
Oyster tour /
Austerntours
vadehavscentret.dk
27. 11 - 20. 12
PETERS JUL I RIBE JUL SOM I GAMLE DAGE
Christmas in Ribe /
Weihnachten in Ribe
petersjuliribe.dk
20. 11 - 23. 12
SKØJTEBANE OG
JULEBY I ESBJERG
Ice Rink & Christmas City /
Eisbahn & Weihnactsmarkt
visitribeesbjerg.dk
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good to know
(practical information)

Defribillators

There are defribillators on the following places:
Nordby:
On board the ferry
Kallesbjergvej 24A
Danibo, Langelinie 9b
Fanø Sports Hall, Stadionvej 11
Fanø Bank, Hovedgaden 51
Lindevej 3
Fanø School, Stadionvej 17
Town Hall, Skolevej 5-7
Medical Center, Vestervejen 1
SuperBrugsen, Hovedgaden 87
Tempo Superspar, Strandvejen 27
Fanø Bad:
Fanø Golfklub, Golfvejen 5
Feriecenter Vesterhavet, Strandvejen 59
Rindby:
Novasol – Dansommer, Vestertoft 2A
Life Guard Tower, Kirkevejen 79
Sønderho:
Sønderho Bus Station Gl. Byvej 20
Crafts Shop, Sønder Land 8

Water plant

The drinking water on Fanø is of highest quality.
The water is clean and bacteria free and you can
safely drink it directly from the tap.
Fanø Vand A/S: +45 2445 0088
Rindby Vand, vandforsyning: +45 7538 1750
Fanø Bad, vandforsyning: +45 7666 0077

Dogs

According to the law, dogs must ALWAYS be on a
leash in the towns, the holiday cottage areal, the
dunes and the woods.Dogs must always be on a
leash on the beach from April 1 till September
30.
Dog park: At the parking space at Pælebjerg in
the Fanø Klitplantage, a six-hectare off-leash
dog wood park has been established. Provided
that you have full control of your dog, it may run
free in the dog wood park.
Please remove droppings: show consideration!
Always bring a bag for your dog’s droppings. At
several places on Fanø you find stands with free
bags for dog’s droppings.

Waste management

Camping

Opening hours:

Tents, caravans, mobile-homes and other vehicles furnished with sleeping arrangements may
neither be parked in streets, on roads, at parking
and picnic sites, nor on the beach from 9 p.m. to
7 a.m.

Waste management and recycling glass, paper,
tins and chemical waste must be sorted and
delivered to the Refuse Recycling Centre or put
into the recycling containers provided. Medicines should be handed in at the chemist. When
in doubt, please contact the personnel at the
Recycling Centre.
Monday: 14.00 – 18.00
Tuesday: Closed
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday:
0715 – 09.15 and 14.00 – 18.00
Saturday: 10.00 – 14.00

Camping on Fanø is not allowed outside authorized camping sites. Motoring and camping is
forbidden in dues and dune plantations.
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Ill or injured animals
BLM Veterinarian
Hæsset 1, Rindby
+45 2899 7557

Fanø Veterinary Clinic:
Hovedgaden 126, Nordby
Consutation by appointment only. Please call
+45 2924 7663 eller bente@fanonet.dk
Veterinary clinics on the mainland:
Esbjerg Animal Hospital, Dortheasvej 27, 6700
Esbjerg, tlf. +45 7512 2167.
Horses: Ansager Dyrehospital, Gartnerhaven
5, 6723 Ansager, tlf. +45 7529 7066. Emergency
veterinarian: from 5 p.m. to 8 a.m. plus weekends
and holidays. Please call +45 7070 2335.
There is no local wild animal management station. All wild matters is dealt with by the forester
or the police.
Forester: Kim Dahl Madsen tlf. +45 2141 8601.
Fanø Local Police: 114 ↓

Parking on Fanø

P-locations in Nordby
Langelinie, Færgestrand 6
Yacht Pier, Postvejen
Kærnevej 2
Suensonsvej 1
Sprøjthuspladsen
Fanø Sports Hall, Stadionvej 11
Fanø School, Stadionvej 17
Nordby Church, Hovedgaden 103
Town Hall, Skolevej 7
Realen, Niels Engersvej 5A
Ved Skibsværftet 4
Fanø Ferry Dock
Main Street/Strandvejen
Niels Engersvej (Vestervejen 37)
Kroslippe 4
Færgevej (Hovedgaden 15)
Strien, Lindevej 5
Buegangen (Lindevej 6)
Museum Square, Skolevej 2
P-locations in Sønderho
Sønderho Church, Sønderho Strandvej 2
Bus Station, Landevejen 35
Digevej 17
Hannes Hus, Digevej 31

The Danish Animal Protection Agency also has
an emergency phone number: 1812. Further
developments in a case will be decided by the
Animal Protection Agency. Runaway cats are to
be reported to the vet, while runaway dogs are to
be reported to the police.

Driving on the beach

It is allowed to drive motor vehicles on the beach.
The speed limit is 30 km./h. It is not allowed to let
minors and persons without a driver license to
drive motor vehicles or let them sit together with
an adult at the drivers seat. Violation of these
rules will result in penalty fines.

Doctor:
Vestervejen 1, Nordby
Tlf.: +45 7516 3222
Doctor on call:
+45 7011 0707

Police:
Skolevej 5-7, Nordby
Tlf.: +45 2174 1448
Police guard: 114
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FANØFLISER

Historiske fliser med Fanø-motiver
22 forsk. hvide m. koboltblå,
15x15 cm. Sælges også
indrammet med 1, 2 eller 4 stk.

RAVSMEDEN

Mobil 2049 3428

www.arvidrasmussen.dk
Tømrermester & låsesmed

Arvid Rasmussen

VIGENSVEJ 14, NORDBY

Landevejen 40, Sønderho • www.ravsmeden.dk

Salon Gabi
Man - tors: 09.00 - 17.00
Fredag:
09.00 - 18.00
Lørdag:
09.00 -13.00

Angel · Organisk farve
Bavnebjergvej 4 · Nordby 6720 Fanø · 75 16 16 60

Fanø

rundridning

Horse Ridning

Midtbjergevej 14 • 6720, Fanø
tlf. +45 6065 2221 • www.fanoridning.dk

BOGHANDEL
FANØ

A LI T E T SI DEN 1975
~ K VVA
~
I CENTRUM

FANØ

L NGHONNI G
LYNGHONNING
- HEIDEHONIG -

FA N Ø B O G HA N D E L & P O S T B U T I K
Hovedgaden 58 · 6720 Fanø · Tlf. 7516 2184
E-mail: Fanoe@bogpost.dk

Hovedgaden 114, 6720 Fanø • Telefon 7516 2248

Fanø Autoværksted
Tømrer- og byggefirma

7516 3520
fanoe-auto@fanonet.dk
Strandvejen 4 ▪ 6720 Fanø

Nordby Bibliotek
- for you visiting Fanø
Stadionvej 17, 6720 Fanø
Tlf. 7516 2230
nordbib@esbjergkommune.dk
fanoebib.dk

Tømrer- og snedkerarbejde
frosch@fanonet.dk
Ing. Henning Frosch

2148 6989
Pub & Bodega
tel. 7516 1533

Kirkevejen 37
Rindby, 6720 Fanø
www.kabyssen.dk
kabyssen@kabyssen.dk

- Stedet hvor man hygger sig
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Færgevej 1
6720 Nordby
Tlf. 5211 4804

www.infocafenord.dk
nordbyrenovation@gmail.com

Arne: 4031 2337
Kaj: 4026 2337

f

“Mad som du kender...”

Niels Sørensensvej 12 - Fanø

Silken

Handmade
Silks & Design

Fanø Taxa
Tlf. 8844 3399

Landevejen 15, Sønderho • tlf. 2127 9256 • w w w.silken.dk

Ring og få et godt tilbud
Hovedgaden 126, 6720 Fanø
Tlf.: +45 2924 7663
www.fanoedyreklinik.dk

ANTENNEANLÆG OG PARABOLER
SALG AF TV• LEVERING • OPSTILLING
REPARATION • VEDLIGEHOLD
Michael Bus • mas@fanonet.dk • tlf. 2011 6325

Steine

Maler og andet
Tel.: +45 4073 6050

Fanø
Dyreklinik
Kirkevejen 67
6720 Fanø
www.fanoecykler.dk

Sønderho Bibliotek
- for you visiting Fanø

Lis Brink • Tlf. 7516 4131

www.facebook.com/uldsnedkeren

Landevejen 41, 6720 Fanø
fanoebib.dk
nordbib@esbjergkommune.dk
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Brugskunst, mode og gaveideer
til børn og voksne
HOVEDGADEN 58 B • 6720 NORDBY • FANØ
WWW.RIKKESANDFORD.DK • TEL: 25 47 87 66

ATM

Hovedgaden 39, Nordby +45 5281 4081

www.denlilleravbutik.dk
SØNDERHO
Danmarks Smukkeste Landsby

ATM's - If you need cash during your stay:
Tinghustorvet 51, Nordby or
Landevejen 41, Sønderho
We wish you a pleasent stay

Vinduer & Døre • Byggeartikler
7516Sønden
2566

Bavnen 18www.fanoespk.dk
• 6720 Fanø
Tlf. 7516 2182 • info@fanoe-trae.dk
7516 2566
www.fanoespk.dk

Besøg os på www.soenderho.dk

– din grafiske service på Fanø...
Kikkebjergvej 6
6720 Fanø
offset og digitaltryk tlf. 7666
5000
2164 4656
casagrafika@casagrafika.dk • www.casagrafika.dk

Fanø Apotek
- dit lokale apotek!
Åbent: mandag – torsdag kl. 9.00–17.00,
fredag kl. 9.00 – 17.30, lørdag kl. 9.00–13.00

Hovedgaden 64, 6720 Norby
Tlf: 75162023 Fax: 75162533
Filial af Esbjerg Jerne Apotek

Strik & Garn
Gaveartikler

KERAMIK

Horn

Tove´s Gavebod
Hovedgaden 41 · Nordby · Tlf. 75 16 24 62

www.bygma.dk

FANØ

fanoe@bygma.dk • Tlf. 75 16 37 00
Strandvejen 10B · Nordby · 6720 Fanø

Hjørnekroen
Find os på facebook:
Hjørnekroen – events

Hjørnekroen · Hovedgaden 14
Nordby · 7516 2262

ARKITEKT MAA
KIM HOLST

Mette Hübschmann
Hovedgaden 25b, 6720 Fanø
Tlf: (+45) 6179 1428

www.fanøkeramik.dk

Aut. VVS-installatør og kloakmester
Installation af varmepumper

Tlf. 7512 5011

M: 2370 1896
E: kh@arkho.dk
www.arkho.dk

M å l e r h u s v e j 3 • 6 7 0 0 Es b j e r g
S d r N y t o f t 8 A • 6 7 2 0 Fa n ø
deresblik@deresblik.dk • www.deresblik.dk

Tømrermester
Jacob Alber Jepsen
KVALITETSHÅNDVÆRK
- gør drømme til virkelighed

fanø tømrer

& snedker

Vangled 71, 6720 Fanø • Tlf. 2620 2953 • www.fanots.dk • fts@ fanots.dk

Børnetøj fra
Name it, 1-12 år.
DametøjKollektionsprøver
str. 36-48 fra
PREPAIR, Soulmate,
Sisters Point,
Zhenzi, Gozzip
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Hovedgaden 66
Tel: 2143 6177

The island’s small cozy seaside
hotel, in the middle of the UNESCO
world heritage & National Wadden
Sea - near Water & Beach.

- Restaurant
- Rooms
- Parties
- Meeting rooms
Kellers Badehotel & Spisehus
Strandvejen 48, 6720 Fanø, tlf: 75163088

w w w.kel lersba dehot el.d k

- Hunde/kattetegn, pokaler, dør og postkasse skilte mv.
- Svejsning, plastma skæring, sand og glasblæsning
- Eftersyn og lettere reparationer af jagt og sportsvåben
- Arbejdspladsvurdering (APV). Vejledning, opstart og opfølgning
- Eftersyn, service og reparation af plæneklipper, motorsav, buskrydder
(godt at få udført inden forårets komme)
Ring/skriv for priser og leveringstid
Gravering af Henning Brinch

Mobil 2617 7575 • mail: henning_brinch@hotmail.com

FANØ
Fanø, Danmark eller Dubai ...
Fanø Ugeblad følger med på din vej!

Bestil abonnement på tlf. 75 16 20 53,
eller mail: post@fanougeblad.dk

FODBOLDGOLF

Postvejen 7b, DK-6720 Rindby
Tlf. 2330 0554

www.fanoe-fodboldgolf.dk
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TIDEVANDSTABEL 2020 /
Januar

Højvandstider for
Esbjerg Havn
Nordby.
ca. 15 min. tidligere.
Sønderho Strand.
ca. 30 min. tidligere.
Fanø Bad.
ca. 45 min. tidligere.

Tiedenhochwasser
für Esbjerg Hafen
Nordby.
Ungefähr 15 Minuten
früher.
Sønderho Strand.
Ungefähr 30 Minuten
früher
Fanø Bad.
ungefähr 45 Minuten
früher.

High Tide times
Esbjerg Harbour

Nordby.
approx. 15 minutes earlier.
Sønderho Strand.
approx. 30 minutes earlier.
Fanø Bad.
approx 45 minutes earlier.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

06.14
06.52
07.37
08.29
09.29
10.37
11.48
00.32
01.28
02.17
03.02
03.44
04.24
05.04
05.46
06.32
07.23
08.20
09.27
10.42
11.54
00.28
01.26
02.19
03.07
03.49
04.25
04.54
05.20
05.46
06.19

Februar
18.43
19.24
20.14
21.12
22.19
23.28
12.52
13.50
14.41
15.29
16.13
16.55
17.38
18.23
19.11
20.04
21.05
22.14
23.23
13.00
13.58
14.50
15.37
16.16
16.49
17.16
17.40
18.07
18.42

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

06.58
07.44
08.38
09.40
10.54
00.50
01.50
02.41
03.27
04.10
04.52
05.33
06.17
07.05
07.59
09.04
10.21
11.37
00.04
01.06
02.01
02.49
03.31
04.07
04.34
04.57
05.19
05.48

19.25
20.15
21.13
22.20
23.38
12.15
13.25
14.23
15.14
16.00
16.43
17.24
18.04
18.48
19.35
20.30
21.38
22.53
12.44
13.43
14.34
15.19
15.57
16.28
16.51
17.12
17.36
18.07

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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/ GEzEITEN 2020 / TIDE CALENDEr 2020
06.25
07.08
07.59
09.00
10.14
11.45
00.13
01.21
02.17
03.06
03.51
04.34
05.15
05.58
06.44
07.37
08.40
10.00
11.17
00.41
01.37
02.25
03.07
03.42
04.09
04.32
04.54
05.22
05.58
06.41

Maj

April
18.46
19.32
20.26
21.29
22.48
13.02
14.03
14.55
15.41
16.22
17.02
17.40
18.20
19.04
19.56
21.01
22.22
23.38
12.23
13.21
14.11
14.54
15.32
16.02
16.25
16.45
17.08
17.38
18.15
19.00

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

07.32
08.32
09.48
11.21
00.53
01.51
02.43
03.29
04.13
04.56
05.38
06.23
07.14
08.16
09.34
10.50
11.54
00.09
01.05
01.54
02.36
03.13
03.42
04.07
04.32
05.02
05.38
06.22
07.13

19.52
20.54
22.10
23.39
12.39
13.39
14.31
15.16
15.58
16.37
17.15
17.53
18.35
19.24
20.26
21.47
23.04
12.50
13.39
14.23
15.01
15.33
15.59
16.21
16.46
17.16
17.53
18.36
19.28

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

08.14
09.30
10.58
00.24
01.25
02.19
03.08
03.54
04.38
05.21
06.05
06.52
07.48
08.56
10.08
11.13
00.24
01.15
02.00
02.40
03.14
03.45
04.16
04.49
05.28
06.12
07.03
08.03
09.13

Juni
20.29
21.44
23.10
12.12
13.12
14.04
14.51
15.34
16.14
16.52
17.31
18.11
18.57
19.52
21.03
22.19
23.26
12.10
13.01
13.47
14.28
15.03
15.34
16.01
16.29
17.01
17.39
18.23
19.14
20.14
21.24

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

10.30
11.42
01.01
01.58
02.51
03.39
04.25
05.07
05.48
06.29
07.14
08.06
09.07
10.12
11.15
00.27
01.19
02.06
02.49
03.28
04.06
04.43
05.23
06.07
06.55
07.49
08.50
09.59

22.42
23.56
12.44
13.38
14.28
15.14
15.56
16.36
17.14
17.52
18.33
19.19
20.13
21.16
22.25
23.29
12.12
13.04
13.51
14.33
15.10
15.44
16.18
16.53
17.31
18.15
19.04
20.00
21.04
22.17

Casa Grafika, Fanø

Marts
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TIDEVANDSTABEL 2020 /
Juli

Højvandstider for
Esbjerg Havn
Nordby.
ca. 15 min. tidligere.
Sønderho Strand.
ca. 30 min. tidligere.
Fanø Bad.
ca. 45 min. tidligere.

Tiedenhochwasser
für Esbjerg Hafen
Nordby.
Ungefähr 15 Minuten
früher.
Sønderho Strand.
Ungefähr 30 Minuten
früher
Fanø Bad.
ungefähr 45 Minuten
früher.

High Tide times
Esbjerg Harbour

Nordby.
approx. 15 minutes earlier.
Sønderho Strand.
approx. 30 minutes earlier.
Fanø Bad.
approx 45 minutes earlier.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

11.10
00.41
01.43
02.39
03.29
04.15
04.55
05.31
06.04
06.37
07.14
07.59
08.53
09.57
11.06
00.36
01.34
02.26
03.13
03.56
04.36
05.16
05.57
06.40
07.28
08.22
09.25
10.38
11.51

August
23.32
12.16
13.15
14.09
14.58
15.43
16.24
17.01
17.35
18.08
18.44
19.26
20.15
21.12
22.17
23.29
12.13
13.11
14.02
14.47
15.28
16.06
16.44
17.23
18.06
18.52
19.44
20.44
21.55
23.14

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

00.28
01.32
02.29
03.19
04.02
04.39
05.09
05.35
06.00
06.30
07.09
07.55
08.49
09.53
11.10
01.04
02.04
02.55
03.40
04.21
05.00
05.39
06.19
07.03
07.52
08.52
10.08
11.29
00.16
01.19

Se
12.56
13.54
14.45
15.31
16.11
16.46
17.14
17.41
18.10
18.46
19.28
20.18
21.17
22.29
23.52
12.27
13.29
14.22
15.08
15.50
16.30
17.10
17.51
18.36
19.26
20.24
21.38
23.02
12.38
13.37

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
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02.14
03.02
03.43
04.17
04.44
05.05
05.26
05.54
06.29
07.12
08.02
09.02
10.14
11.41
00.36
01.39
02.31
03.17
03.59
04.38
05.16
05.54
06.36
07.24
08.23
09.42
11.06
00.59
01.52

14.29
15.14
15.53
16.25
16.51
17.13
17.38
18.11
18.51
19.39
20.35
21.45
23.14
12.54
13.53
14.43
15.28
16.10
16.51
17.33
18.18
19.07
20.06
21.24
22.48
23.59
12.15
13.14
14.06

Oktober
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

02.38
03.17
03.50
04.16
04.37
04.57
05.23
05.57
06.39
07.28
08.25
09.35
11.00
00.06
01.10
02.04
02.51
03.34
04.14
04.52
05.31
06.12
06.59
07.58
09.15
10.36
11.45
00.30
01.21
02.07
02.47

November
14.51
15.29
16.00
16.24
16.46
17.10
17.42
18.22
19.09
20.06
21.15
22.42
12.19
13.22
14.15
15.03
15.49
16.32
17.15
18.01
18.50
19.50
21.06
22.25
23.32
12.43
13.35
14.20
15.00

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

03.21
03.49
04.12
04.34
05.01
05.34
06.15
07.04
08.00
09.07
10.25
11.44
00.38
01.34
02.24
03.09
03.51
04.32
05.12
05.54
06.40
07.34
08.41
09.56
11.04
00.42
01.29
02.13
02.51

15.33
15.59
16.22
16.49
17.22
18.01
18.49
19.46
20.53
22.13
23.33
12.50
13.48
14.41
15.29
16.16
17.01
17.47
18.36
19.31
20.37
21.47
22.51
23.49
12.04
12.57
13.45
14.28
15.05

December
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

03.24
03.51
04.17
04.46
05.20
06.01
06.48
07.42
08.45
09.56
11.12
00.05
01.05
01.59
02.48
03.34
04.17
04.59
05.39
06.22
07.08
08.00
09.00
10.07
11.11
00.47
01.36
02.20
02.59
03.33

15.37
16.06
16.36
17.10
17.51
18.37
19.31
20.33
21.43
22.57
12.23
13.26
14.23
15.16
16.05
16.51
17.35
18.19
19.04
19.54
20.50
21.53
22.55
23.53
12.11
13.05
13.54
14.38
15.17
15.54

Casa Grafika, Fanø

September
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oduceres den originale Fanø skinke®
ns wird der Originale Fanø Schinken® produciert

WELCOME TO

FANØ

20
1

9

LAGTERPRISEN
2019

1300 M² CONVENIENCE STORE
• Bakery

• Wine department

Fresh bread every day

• Butcher
We offer a large variety of meat for any occasion,
barbecue or a weekend with good friends

• Delicatessen
Offer a wide selection of fresh salads and
prepared food

Has a large variety of wines for any occasion
from around the world.

• Large variety of groceries
• Organic foods, sugar free,
gluten free and vegan products

• Large chilled area with fruit and vegetables
With a good assortment of organic alternatives

SuperBrugsen Fanø

Alle vore varer er hjemmelavet af
de fineste råvarer og tilberedt
OPEN 7 DAYS efter gamle håndværkstraditioner
A WEEK
am-7pmunsere Waren sind aus dem
SEPT. - JUNE: 7 Alle
pm
-9besten
Rohmaterial nach alten
JULY - AUG.: 7am

Handwerktraditionen hausgemacht.

FREE WIFI

www.brugsenfano.dk
ovedgaden 17, Nordby - 6720 Fanø • tlf.
7516 2067 • www.fanoslagteren.dk
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Quality

Close to the beach

Personal Service

C a m p i n g

H y t t e r

S o m m e r h u s e

Kirkevejen 39 · Rindby Strand · DK-6720 Fanø · Tlf. +45 75162490 · www.feldbergstrandcamping.dk

72Danibo

– Fanø Sommerhusudlejning

– direkte ved færgen i Nordby! – direkt an der Fähre in Nordby!

Over
Mehr als

700

ferieboliger
Ferienhäuser

Danibo er Fanøs største udlejer af
ferieboliger i alle prisklasser

Danibo hat Fanøs grösste Auswahl
von Ferienhäusern in allen Preisklassen

Danibo er et lokalt bureau med mere
end 39 års erfaring

Niedrige Provision und vernünftige Preise

Lav provision og fornuftige priser

Persönliche Beratung

Personlig service og rådgivning

Ortsansässiges Büro mit mehr als
39 Jahren Erfahrung

Online katalog og booking

Online-Katalog und Buchung

Tlf. +45 7516 3699

www.danibo.dk
Die Ferienhausvermittlung – vor Ort auf Fanø

